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Regeta Co., Ltd.

Science Co., LTD.

PP OOAK MIJ TP MP

ISO 9001 OOAK MIJ

Strength
Developing from lasts by prioritizing foot protection
They focus  on funct ional i ty  f rom the  Japanese  t radi t ional 
footwear geta with the modern design which is Re:getA’s feature 
as well.  Toes are moderately curved making it easy to walk. 
Originally this warping is the technology for people having 
difficulties with walking and it can get drive without bending 
legs hard. Such “Moving forward using the principle of leverage 

Strength
Acquired a patent with shower head’s equipment
After that,  they proceeded with a study of fine bubbles and 
developed products such as bathing equipment and shower heads 
one after another. For bathing equipment, they use bubbles less 
than 100μm in diameter, and for shower heads, ones less than 
1μm in diameter. Those two bubbles are a Japanese technology 
which was defined as global standard named as “Fine Bubble” 

is a common feature of geta.”, the president Takamoto explains. 
Also, they think that “protecting feet” is important role of shoes 
so they develop products from the process of scraping lasts. And 
they also adopted design to not spoil functionality such as having 
room for the toes, placing hook and loop fasteners and belts to 
let insoles and foot soles stick to each other.

by ISO. They're a leading company as acquiring the patents of a 
mist projector and a bubble generator. Mirable plus", which was 
released in 2018, became a successful product by their active 
advertising strategy and their sales amount in 2020 increased 
twice compared to the previous year.

Manufacturing of shoes and sandals

Manufacturing and sale of shoes that pursue ease of walking and design

Manufacturing and sales of Fine Bubble products 

Booming growth as ta specialized manufacturer of Fine Bubble

Main Services
Planning, developing, manufacturing and sale of shoes and sandals

Main Clients
Wholesalers, trading companies, mail order companies

Main Products
Comfort shoes, sandals, insoles

Company overview
Address / 1-9-24 Tatsuminishi, Ikuno-ku, Osaka 544-0012
Tel / +81-6-6755-2430     Fax / +81-6-6752-9788
Foundation / Mar 1968      Establishment / Mar 2006
Capital / JPY 3 million     Employees / 104  

Main Services
Manufacturing, sales, and maintenance of Fine bubble products etc.

Main Clients
Housebuilders, apartment developers, housing facilities trading companies etc.

Main Products
Mirabath, Mirable zero, Mirable plus etc.

Company overview
Address / 5th floor, North building, Shin Osaka central tower, 5-5-15 Nishinakajima, 
Yodogawa-ku, Osaka 532-0011
Tel / +81-6-6307-2400     Fax / +81-6-6307-2444
Foundation / Aug 2007      Establishment / Aug 2007
Capital / JPY 30 million     Employees / 90  

Driving loafer which has 1.08 million of total number of sales 

“Mirable zero” which has reputation as “A shower unlike any other”  
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Parts & Materials
Machining & Processing

Machinery & Equipment
Chemicals & Resins

Packaging, Printing & Textiles
Life-related etc.
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